Standard Metro Street Name Signs

A route symbol or a pictograph may be used on the left side of a street name sign.

Borders are optional, but if used, must conform to the colors allowed on the letters. Black letters/borders on a white background or white letters/borders on green, blue, or brown backgrounds.

Ornamental Metro Street Name Signs

4 standard sizes:

- **O10(XX)T9030 - 90" x 30" Sign Blade**
  Minimum of 8" upper/lower case letters.
  Fits only 1 line of copy.

- **O10(XX)T9630 - 96" x 30" Sign Blade**
  Minimum: 12" upper/lower case letters.
  Fits 1 line of copy.

- **O10(XX)T9648 - 96" x 48" Sign Blade**
  Minimum of 12" upper/lower case letters.
  Fits 2 lines of copy.

- **O10(XX)T9642 - 96" x 42" Sign Blade**
  Minimum of 8" upper/lower case letters.
  Fits 2 lines of copy.

Installation: Metro signs are designed for overhead mast arm mounting with standard brackets for this application.

We recommend using **3M High Intensity Prismatic** for Ground Mounted Street Name Signs and **3M Diamond Grade Cubed** for Overhead Mounted Street Name Signs.

**Standard Metro Signs**

- .100 gauge aluminum

**Ornamental Metro Signs**

- .080 gauge aluminum

Metro signs are single faced as a standard, double faced signs available upon request. Other substrates, bare or sheeted blanks, also available.
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